Abstract
Introduction
A statistical method or estimator is considered robust if it can continue to operate successfully as the data diverges from the estimator's target distribution. Applying this notion to regression analysis, a robust fitting procedure should be able to extract a good fit despite a portion of the data being corrupted with random outliers. Robust operators are ideal for many computer vision applications since gross errors can be introduced by both sensors and low-level processing algorithms. In fact, robust techniques have been very successful in many computer vision applications [8, 151 ; however, the greatest success is achieved when the goal is to identify or extract a single signal corrupted with random outliers.
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Troy, NY 12 180-3590 stewart@ cs.rpi.edu http://www. cs. rpi. edukewart outliers. For instance, in range reconstruction, robust operators are used to estimate surface parameters in small image windows. Each window has the potential to contain data from multiple surfaces. These surfaces may be overlapping in the case of pseudo-transparency, for example chain link fences; and one or all of the surfaces may contain less than 50% of the region's data. Furthermore, whenever multiple surfaces are in a region, range sensors are likely to introduce random outliers aligned with the discontinuities. Reconstruction accuracy requires that all surfaces in a region be extracted, the random outliers ignored, and the extracted fits not bridge across the discontinuities (particularly in reverse engineering where accuracy is needed for small scale discontinuities, i.e. step heights 5 100).
Figures 3(a) and 6(b) illustrate the problems with range data. In Figure 3 (a), two surfaces of equal size are separated with a step height of 80 and corrupted with 10% outliers. Thus, each surface contains less than 50% of the data. While the discontinuity and segmentation seem readily apparent, this scenario remains problematic for robust estimators. Figure 6 (b) shows actual range data of an inbox, a few cardboard boxes, and a small flower pot. This data contains pseudo transparent regions (background surface visible through the grates of the inbox) and a large number of outliers (which tend to align with the discontinuities).
Standard robust regression techniques [4, 121 simply are not designed to address these issues. They are designed to extract a single surface whose data is corrupted with outliers, not to robustly extract multiple surfaces. While these robust regression techniques can be applied in a sequential fashion, extracting a second surface from a region once the inliers to the first surface have been removed, etc., these techniques are biased at the outset by the coherent structure of data from multiple surfaces, preferring to extract a surface that bridges across the discontinuity [13] . This is particularly evident whenever all the surfaces contain less than 50% of the data or when the size of the discontinuity drops below 100.
Even the robust fitting techniques developed by the vision community are hampered by the complexities of range scenes. The fixed-band techniques of Hough transforms [5] , RANSAC [3] [7] , and Darrell et al. [ 11 are designed specifically to extract multiple surfaces. However, these techniques rely on good seed fits, which are usually obtained using robust estimators, and therefore susceptible to the problems discussed above.
The two goals for our operator are an ability to extract surfaces containing less than 50% of the data and an ability to detect small scale discontinuities. First, our objective function rates a hypothesized fit based on a series of unbiased robust scale estimates (variance in fit residuals)'. Each scale estimate sk is based on the fit's k smallest absolute residuals, and a fit's representative scale estimate is the minimum of its s k values. The unbiased scale estimates for a set of hypothesized fits are compared, and the fit with the smallest unbiased scalle estimate is extracted.
Minimizing unbiased scale estimates within and between hypothesized fits produces robustness to outliers and large scale discontinuities. Outliers' characteristically large residuals produce large scale estimates. By minimizing sk over a given fit, the fit's representative scale estimate is not dominated by outliers. Comparing unbiased scale estimates between fits produces robustness to large scale discontinuities (step heights > 8 0 ) since a bridging fit's representative scale estimate tends to overestimate the true scale.
Second, to address small scale discontinuities, our operator can compare unbiased scale estimates for hypothesized fits defined over different subsets of a region2. Here, scale estimates are localized to a sub-region defined by the hypothesized fit, creating the potential for the data considered to be from a single surface. Such a fit will have a scale estimate smaller than that of a bridging fit, even for small magnitude discontinuities.
The remainder of this paper details our new estimator, concentrating on the two features outlined above, and showing how to embed the estimator in a sequential surface extraction algorithm. The presentation emphasizes development of the robust technique, and as such, the pre-'The estimates are unbiased for a target distribution -such as measurements from a single surface. The estimates are not necessarily unbiased for mixture distributions -such as measurements at a discontinuity.
20ur scale estimates are unbiased regardless of point set size.
sented extraction algorithm is limited to ex1.racting multiple planar approximations in each window. A complete range segmentation algorithm and higher order surface extraction await future development. As a final preliminary note, we were inspired to develop our new estimator by a recent, related technique called ALKS [6] (communicated to us by Peter Meer). Although ALKS is limited in its ability to handle extreme outliers, and is therefore not directly comparable to our new estimator, it did open our eyes to the possibility of developing this estimator. We will discuss this further in Section 3.
Least Median of Squares
We begin with a review of Least Median of Squares (LMS) [12] since MUSE builds on LMS's computational technique and its ability to robustly estimate the variance in the data. LMS has been very successful when applied to a lone signal corrupted with outliers but is less effective when presented with multiple surfaces and fails completely if a signal contains fewer than SO% of the data.
LMS searches a space of hypothesized fits using an objective function based on the median squared residual mjn median {,G, An important aspect of LMS is its ability to simultaneously generate a robust estimate of the variance in the inliers. LMS's scale estimate is defined as where C is a constant chosec to make 6 unbiased for a particular target distribution. If the inlying data is Gaussian
N is the number of data points, the factor 1.4826 is the inverse of the expected value of the median residual from a standardized (unit variance) Gaussian distribution, and (1 + S / ( N -p)) corrects for small point sets.
MUSE objective function
Traditionally, LMS is presented as minimizing the median squared residual. However, LMS can be equivalently viewed as minimizing the unbiased scale estimate in equation l. From either viewpoint, LMS requires a surface to contain at least 50% of the region's data. We can move past this restriction -extracting surfaces with fewer than SO% of the data and estimating accurate fits im the presence of multiple surfaces -by building upon LMS's scale estimate and how this scale estimate is used.
LMS's scale estimate is unbiased when all the data is from the target distribution (i.e. Gaussian inliers). A small number of outliers increase the scale estimate slightly since the median squared residual increases. Outliers numbering in excess of 50% increase the scale estimate dramatically since the median squared residual is an outlier. However, a meaningful scale estimate can still be constructed using a rank order statistic different from the median. This maintains an objective function based on estimated scale; but without a priori knowledge of the inlier percentage, we need a means to compare scale estimates across hypothesized inlier percentages.
Our new operator is based on this intuition. For any hypothesized fit, our operator calculates an unbiased estimate of the scale from the fit's k smallest (magnitude) residuals, for all possible values of k, 1 5 k 5 N -p (a fit defined by randomly selecting p points has N -p residuals). The smallest scale estimate over all possible k is the representative value for the hypothesized fit. This value is used in comparing different hypothesized fits, the optimum fit having smallest scale estimate. Inliers are then identified using the optimum fit's scale estimate, 6, i.e. those points with lrl 5 2.58.
Unbiased scale estimate, sk
Constructing an unbiased scale estimate from the k smallest absolute residuals is the key to MUSE. We use a residual normalization method similar to LMS but compute a series of scale estimates and combine them to produce our scale estimate sk.
Given a residual density $( r ; G) -4 is the density of random variable r having zero mean and standard deviation G -r can be written as a scaled random variable U from a standardized distribution (U N @(U; 1) and r = GU). Given 
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where @(U, 1) is the cumulative distribution of the signed standardized residuals. of each sk for N = 100 unit variance Gaussian points5. Note for small k, the standard deviation in s k approaches 6, i.e. the scale estimate s1 varies as much as any given residual. The large variance in the first few Sk'S affects the minimum Sk for the hypothesized fit. In Figure 2 (b), we plot E[minslk], the expected value6 of Sk given that residual k produced the minimum scale estimate over all N residuals. The large variance in the first few Sk's can cause the minimum s& for a fit to be a severe underestimate of the scale.
However, the variance in Sk and E[minslk] both "converge" relatively quickly: while the standard deviation in $1 is approximately 10 times the standard deviation in ~9 0 , the standard deviation in s10 is only 3 times that of ~9 0 .
Therefore, we can increase the stability of our scale estimateswhile still tolerating a large outlier percentage and still extract surfaces with leas than 50% of the data -by simply ignoring the scale estimates from the first 10-15% of the sorted absolute residuals7. 
Correcting for bias due to minimization
Selecting the minimum scale estimate as the representative value for a hypothesizedfit biases the estimate low (in Figure 2(b) , the expected minimums are all below the true scale o = 1). In order to compare minimum scale estimates between hypothesized fits, we must correct for this bias.
An unbiased minimum scale estimate for a hypothesized fit is constructed by normalizing the minimum sk. The normalization factor is the expected value of the minimum scale estimate from the standardized distribution given that the minimum occurs at absolute residual k, i.e. 6-
0 Select the random sample fit 6 with tlhe smallest 66.
@ Remove all data points within p6g of the optimum fit. Steps 0 and 63 hinge on distinguishing between data that is a random collection of outliers and data that has an underlying surface structure. We are pursuing two techniques to address this need. The first leverages off the strengths of Stewart' s MINPRAN operator [14] . The second searches the data for reliable statistical asymmetries. Figure 3 shows four steps of the above algorithm operating on 2 0 data. The scene contains a small step discontinuity of 80, 10% random outliers, with each surface having less than 50% of the data. Multiple surfaces are successfully extracted. Section 3.2 predicted MUSE will not always fit correct surfaces at small magnitude discontinuities. Figure 4 shows a dataset, similar to the previous one, but where the first surface extracted is a bridging fit incorporating almost all of the inliers to both surfaces. 
Examples
Interior point selection
MUSE successfully tolerates large outlier percentages and can extract surfaces containing less than 50% of the data. However, MUSE still prefers a bridging fit at small discontinuities ( Figure 4) because it overestimates the scale at a correct fit (Section 3.2). Equation 2 assumes all N data points are from a single surface, normalizing the inliers at a correct fit by too small a factor whenever there are multiple surfaces (for inliers numbering" < N , E [ u~: N ] < E [ U k : N ! ] ) .
Ideally, we should base our scale estimate on only the inliers to a hypothesized fit, eliminating the residuals from across discontinuities from contention for producing the minimum sk and in calculating , ! ?[ +NI .
While such a localization of the inliers is impossible, we can approximate this behavior by considering only the residuals "interior to" the random sample (is. those points whose independent variables are inside the convex hull of the random sample's independent variables). If the random sample points are all from the same surface, then it is likely the interior data is from that same surface (pseudo transparency aside). Thus, the value N used in equation 2 is the number of interior samples and the overestimate due to multiple surfaces is avoided.
While there is no guarantee that a given random sample will contain points from a single surface, the random sampling process (probabilistically) guarantees that at least one random sample will contain points from a single surface. Therefore, at least one hypothesized fit should benefit from interior point selection, allowing it be distinguished from bridging fits which would still overestimate the scale.
Alterations to extraction algorithm
Supporting interior point selection requires two alterations to the random sampling process. First, the points interior to the random sample (or its convex hull when fitting higher order surfaces) need to be gathered efficiently. Second, each random sample needs to contain enough interior points to generate stable sk values (N' 2 ko, Section 3.3).
4.2
Interior point selection can remove the overestimate in scale due to multiple surfaces; however, the variance in the scale estimate increases since the estimate is based on a smaller number of points. The statistical efficiency of an interior point selection estimate can be increased by requiring random samples to bound larger sets of interior points. As an alternative. we choose to perform an intermediate least squares fit on the interior points identified as inliers (residuals within p6& refining the fit and scale estimates before different hypothesized fits are compared. Figure 5 compares the empirical performance of MUSE and LMS. Our performance metric is the ratio of (1) the average bias between the optimal fit extracted and the correct fit, and (2) the average bias between the least squares fit and the correct fit. A bias ratio of zero indicates the extracted fit is the correct fit and a bias ratio of 1 indicates the extracted fit is near the least squares fit (i.e. a bridging fit). Figure 5 shows the bias ratio for MUSE, the interior point selection version of MUSE, and LMS for a variety of step and crease height discontinuities. On the left, there are 10% outliers and 50% of the good points are from each surface, i.e. each surface contains less that 50% of the data. On the right, there are 10% outliers but now one of the surfaces contains 65% of the good data.
Drawback to interior point selection
MUSE versus LMS
Regardless of discontinuity magnitude, MUSE outperforms LMS. While LMS selects a fit approximating the least
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Step Biases, pl = 0.65 squares fit when all surfaces contain less than 50% of the data, MUSE selects the correct fit with increasing probability as the discontinuity magnitude increases. For small magnitude discontinuities, the interior point selection version of MUSE shows a substantial improvement over the standard MUSE and LMS. However, the decreased statistical efficiency associated with interior point selection causes it to exhibit more bias than the standard version of MUSE at large magnitude discontinuities. Figure 6 illustrates MUSE applied to a range scene composed of an stack of plastic inboxes, a few cardboard boxes, and a small flower pot. Part (a) of the figure shows an intensity image of the scene. Part (b) shows the input range data. Each range measurement is shown as a small octahedron, shaded according to its depth. Notice the range data has numerous outliers and that portions of the cardboard boxes can be seen through the grates in the inbox (pseudotransparency). Also note the inbox has a small lip (small step discontinuity) highlighting the borders of each tray. Figure 6 (c) and (ti) show the reconstructed range data. In part (c), MUSE was allowed to extract at most one surface from each 11 x 11 window. MUSE has eliminated the outliers in the scene, reconstructed portions of the cardboard boxes appearing "behind" the grate of the inbox, and for the most part it did not combine the small step height lip around the inbox trays. In part (d), MUSE was allowed to extract at most two surfaces from each window. Here, more of the grates of the inbox have been reconstructed, more of the cardboard boxes appearing behind the grates have been reconstructed, and several other regions off the range image have been filled. Figure 6 (e) and (f) show the surfaces extracted in parts (c) and (d). 'here are a few bridging fits between the small lip of the inbox and tray surface and a bridging fit connects an inbox grate to the box lying behind the grate.
Discussion and Results
Conclusion
Current robust estimators suffer from several limitations when applied to data from multiple surfaces, such as near a depth or orientation discontinuity. ]\To existing technique handles small magnitude discontinuities, and without knowledge of the noise in the data or the outlier distribution, no existing technique reconstructs surfaces containing fewer than half the points. Our new operator, MUSE, is designed to address both of these problems. By minimizing unbiased scale estimates within and between hypothesized fits, MUSE is robust to large outlier percentages and intermediate and large magnitude discontinuities. By localizing a hypothesized fit's scale estimates to the points interior to the random sample, MUSE can reconstruct small magnitude discontinuities.
We have demonstrated MUSE'S effectiveness statistically on synthetic range data and we have shown its application to a range image of a complicated scene. In ongoing work, we will complete the theoretical analysis of MUSE, thoroughly demonstrate its application to real range data, and incorporate it into a system to reconstruct complete surfaces.
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